Estimation problems associated with stochastic modeling of proliferation and differentiation of O-2A progenitor cells in vitro.
Our previous research effort has resulted in a stochastic model that provides an excellent fit to our experimental data on proliferation and differentiation of oligodendrocyte type-2 astrocyte progenitor cells at the clonal level. However, methods for estimation of model parameters and their statistical properties still remain far away from complete exploration. The main technical difficulty is that no explicit analytic expression for the joint distribution of the number of progenitor cells and oligodendrocytes, and consequently for the corresponding likelihood function, is available. In the present paper, we overcome this difficulty by using computer-intensive simulation techniques for estimation of the likelihood function. Since the output of our simulation model is essentially random, stochastic optimization methods are necessary to maximize the estimated likelihood function. We use the Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedure for this purpose. Given sufficient computing resources, the proposed estimation techniques significantly extend the spectrum of problems that become approachable. In particular, these techniques can be applied to more complex branching models of multi-type cell systems with dependent evolutions of different types of cells.